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EPA WA

I believe you have been doing some good things for WA…. thank you. However, I am
calling on you to do even more.

The Exmouth Gulf, is pristine & an environmental wonder, especially when considering
Ningaloo.  It is ludicrous for a 10 month old, unseasoned & unproven corporation
(Gascoyne Gateway Corporation) who is wanting to improve its ‘appeal’ to tourists that
travel the world as cruise ship passengers, should be allowed to desecrate such a rare &
pristine location. 
All for an industry that is currently bottomed out & in a great deal of trouble with many
cruise liners abandoned due to COVID.

Hence:
1. the industry proposing to invade the Exmouth Gulf is economically challenged, despite
supposed backing;
2. whilst Australia is virtually free of COVID, these cruise ships represent a real source of
re-introduction of the COVID virus. Remembering that one of the main sources of this
virus into Australia was from cruise ships. This will not change;
3. the sheer numbers of tourists on cruise ships is catastrophic to the:
(i) control of COVID
(ii) destruction of a very delicate environmental ecosystem
(iii) the creation of waste & pollution
4. once failed what would the deep sea port be used for…. industry(?) which then ensures
that alternative use requests of the deep sea PORT
5. it would be hard to deny a commercial operation that has put huge sums of money into a
project the right to alter their direction to another money making enterprise 
6. effectively tying the State Govts & EPA’s hands and requiring rubber stamping their
industrial/other commercial proposals.

Then there is the appearance of strict limiting parameters being placed around anyones
response to this 10 month old corporation’s commercial proposal, such as close proximity;
involvement/acitivities/business in the area.
This is not acceptable because this area has a much, much wider accountability
requirements than mere immediate proximity of corporate dominance & commerce. 

Given the state of the crashed CRUISE SHIP industry, it is an absolute that the next step,
after the port is built, to extend it to various other commercial/industrial proposals.

It is called "how to open up a environmentally rich but protected area to $$$$ making
activities… without concerns for the environment”. Especially, when the making the deep
sea port itself will likely destroy many aspects of the uniqueness of the area.

This bit by bit approach is not new but it is effective.  The answer to this is to put
legislation in place to ensure commercial concerns are irrelevant… Kings Park is a relative
example of this. 






